Ellesmere College
Key Stage 3 Home Learning Pack – Old and New
English
In English, we would like you to:
• Write about the past using the correct
verb tense
• Recognise nouns and practice making
them plural
• Explore prepositions and alliteration
• Read and answer questions about a
story and finally write a film or book
review

Maths
In Maths, we would like you to work
on:
• Telling the time (analogue and
digital time)
• Exploring capacity and volume
• Practice your fractions (halves
and quarters) including writing
them

Other learning
Creative Arts:
In this lesson you will do two different styles of drawings from more older line drawings
to modern Pop art
Independence:
You will be able to make apple crumble and chicken pasta bake whilst learning about
using a sharp knife and germs. You will also practice budgeting and opening a bank
account.
Science:
Learn about metals and alloys then try some experiments to see how substances change
states!
Understanding the World:
In this lesson you will look at extinct animals such as dinosaurs and current endangered
animals
PSHE:
You will explore the great fire of London and Victorian remedies for illness and then
compare this to modern day times.
Physical Development:
Time to try some activities from an old sport (Rugby) and a new sport (Ultimate Frisbee).
Technology:
Can you recognise old computer game characters? Then its time to think about
innovations in things like cars and communication systems

Don’t forget to send some work to your tutor on Weduc!

Lesson 1 - Line art
Equipment: Worksheets, pencil, rubber,
sharpener and paper.
Instructions:
In this lesson you will continue to develop your skills in using lines to create art!
Activity 1

Hatching

To get you ready to focus on your art have a
go at the two warm-ups. See if you can copy
the images and then have a go at doing some
shading using ‘Hatching’ and ‘Crosshatching’.

Cross - hatching

To create a hatched texture, you will need
to use thin parallel lines. The further apart
they are the lighter the area on the drawing will be. The closer the lines are to each other,
the darker the area on the drawing will be.
Hatching and cross hatching
You will practice hatching and cross-hatching, from light to medium to dark tone using
your pencil, in the boxes below. Try to match the examples above.
Hatching

Light
Use a pencil

Medium

Dark

Medium

Dark

Cross-Hatching

Light
Use a pencil

Activity 2
Listen to some music whilst you draw some lines. Do you draw different lines to different
music? Think about how the music makes you feel.

You can also add different colours to your lines to make an impact:

Activity 3
Now read about one of the most famous line pictures done by Albrecht Durer of a
Rhinoceros. Why not then try to re-create a similar image yourself on the template.

Lesson 2 - Pop Art
Equipment:
Pens, paper, colours
Instructions:
Unlike traditional artists, Pop Art was a new type of art which focused on everyday items
and they didn’t just paint people, they often used very different colours and mediums
such as photos and prints.

Andy Warhol’s famous Cambell’s
Soup Cans 1962, was just a
picture of 32 soup cans!

Activity 1
Have a go at colouring in the items. Why not try
some unusual bright colours for some of the items?
Activity 2
Find some ordinary objects around the house and
have a go at drawing them or even taking a photo of
them.
Activity 3
Choose one of the images you have drawn or
photographed and use it to create a Warhol style
picture. Use the pictures on here for inspiration.

Activity 1

Lesson 1 – Bank accounts
Equipment:
Worksheets, pens
Instructions:
A bank account is the safest
place to keep your money and
organise your finances. You can
pay for things online or with
your bank card or through your
phone. If you want actual cash
you can get this via an ATM or
cash machine.
Some banks do everything online
whereas others you will
recognise from the high street.
You can have different types of accounts and children’s accounts usually offer better rates
as you do not pay tax.
Activity 1
Write down as many names of banks that you can remember. Why not look some banks
up online or go for a walk near a city or town centre to see how many you recognise?
Activity 2
When you apply for a bank account you will need to fill in a form with your details,
including which account do you want. Have a go at completing the form with your details.
•
•

A Saver account is for people who are saving for something and want to see their
money grow.
A Current account is for people who will be using the money they have in their
bank account regularly.

Activity 3
Banks provide you will regular statements with information about what has come in and
out of your account. Do you know what the different payments are? E.g. What is a direct
debit? Complete the statement by adding the missing values.

Activity 2

Activity 3

Activity 3 – more challenging

Lesson 2 - Working with a budget
Equipment:
Pens, worksheets
Instruction:
This lesson is about learning to budget and make choices about what we
want and what we can afford.
The first activity introduces us to Tara, a little girl who wants everything! The next activity
involves making a shopping list of items for three meals, but careful you will have a
budget to stick to!
The final activity involves you making some tough choices about the things you might
want to spend your money on as well as those things you have to spend money on. It all
adds up!
Activity 1
With an adult, read the story of Tara together. When you have finished, you could talk
about some of the things that you would like to buy. Is there anything you could try to
save for? Use the table to write down three things you would want to buy and why. The
things don’t have to be expensive – they
could be a new book, a toy car etc.
Activity 2
You have a budget of ten pounds (£10.00).
Can you buy enough food for three meals?
Make a list of the items you would buy, but
remember to stay under budget.

Activity 3
There are some things you have to buy.
These are your essentials. Food is essential but you could shop at different shops or you
could get a cheaper phone. Luxuries are things we don’t need but would like to have.
Decide upon a budget and then complete the worksheet and see how much money you
are likely to spend or save. Was your budget realistic? Will you change your budget or
how much you spend?

Activity 1

Things I would like to buy

Activity 2

Activity 3

Lesson 3 - Using a Sharp Knife/Apple Crumble
Introduction: In this lesson we will be looking at how to use a sharp knife safely and also
making an apple crumble.
Equipment:
• Paper
• Pencil
• Colouring pencils or pens
• Ingredients and equipment for apple crumble
Instructions:
Using a Sharp Knife
When preparing food and cooking we often have to use a sharp knife. This can be very
dangerous. There are rules to follow to make sure you use and carry a sharp knife safely.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Concentrate on what you are doing when using a knife,
Always hold the food you are cutting with one hand, while the other hand uses the
knife. The holding hand should be shaped like a claw, with the fingers tucked
under, so they keep out of the way of the knife.
Always use a cutting board, and it’s good if the board is nice and large, so you
don’t feel cramped while cutting.
Keep the tip of the knife on the cutting board, and lower and lift the handle to do
the cutting.
If cutting round vegetables or fruit, I always cut them in half first then lay the flat
side down on the cutting board before continuing to cut smaller rows and then
swivel the item to cut across my first set of cuts.
If the knife slips out of your hand, do not, under any circumstances, attempt to
grab it mid-air. While your first instinct might be to try and catch it, you should
always let it fall.
If you are carrying a knife, make sure to point the tip towards the floor.

Choosing three of the rules, make a poster to be put in the food room.
Remember the best posters are bright, colourful and often use pictures.

Make the most of the fruit in season and enjoy making this delicious pudding. You will
also get to practice using a sharp knife safely- remember the safety rules.
This recipe could be made independently or with adult help.

Apple Crumble

Equipment
•
Chopping board
•
Vegetable knife
•
Vegetable peeler
•
Sieve
•
Bowl
•
Skewer/fork/ sharp knife
•
heat proof dish
•
1 x Baking tray

Ingredients
• 200g cooking apples
• 25g Sultanas (optional)
• 50g granulated sugar
Topping
• 100g plain flour
• 50g butter or margarine
• 25g caster sugar

Method :1.

Turn the oven on to 180oC.

2.

Sieve the flour and into a bowl and rub in the butter or margarine.

3.

Add the sugar and toss the ingredients
lightly together to mix.

4.

Prepare the cooking apples- wash, peel,
slice and chop.

5.

Place the fruit in a heatproof dish in layers
with the granulated sugar.

6.

Sprinkle the crumble topping thickly over
the fruit. Press down lightly. Set the dish
on a baking tray.

7.

Place in pre-heated oven until the fruit is
soft when tested with a skewer and the
top is golden brown. (approximately 1530 minutes).

8.

Serve with pouring custard, whipped
cream, ice-cream or natural Greek
yoghurt.

9.

Don’t forget to wash up afterwards.

Alternative fruit fillingRhubarb, plums, pears, blackberry and apple can
replace the cooking apples.
Write down here fruits you would like to make a
crumble out of:

………………………………………………………………………….

…………………………………………………………………………

Lesson 4 - Food Hygiene, Hazards and Chicken Pasta Bake
Introduction: In this lesson we will learn about food hygiene and make a cottage pie
Equipment:
• Hazard sheet
• Cross contamination sheet
• Pencil
• Ingredients for Cottage Pie
Instructions:
Activity 1
Look at the Picture of the food room. What hazards can you see?
Circle any hazards you can see in the food room.

Write down 3 of the hazards and why they are a hazard
1………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
2……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
3……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Activity 2 - Cross Contamination
When working with food, it is really easy to pass bacteria from raw food to work surfaces,
equipment and your hands. Bacteria are then easily transferred onto other food – this is
called cross-contamination. Below are the 4 main ways to prevent cross-contamination.
Draw a mini illustration for each statement
When preparing raw meat, keep the
knives and the chopping boards separate
from anything else you are Preparing

Always wash your hands thoroughly
after handling raw meat.

Never put raw meat and cooked meat
together and don’t let the blood and juices
from raw meat drip on to other food.

Keep your work surfaces and equipment
clean at all times.

You are going to do some cooking in the kitchen! When should you wash your hands?
Write down 3 times when you should wash your hands
1,
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
2,
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
3,
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Activity 3
This recipe should feed four people. You will also get to practice using a sharp knife safelyremember the safety rules.
This recipe could be made independently or with adult help.

Chicken Pasta bake

Equipment
• Chopping board
• Sharp knife
• Garlic crusher (optional)
• 2 saucepans
• Wooden spoon
• Frying pan
• Oven proof dish
• Tin opener.
• Grater

Ingredients
4 tbsp olive oil
1 onion , finely chopped
2 garlic cloves , crushed (or 1 tsp garlic paste)
¼ tsp chilli flakes
2 x 400g cans chopped tomatoes
1 tsp caster sugar
6 tbsp mascarpone
4 skinless chicken breasts, sliced into strips
300g penne
70g mature cheddar , grated
Method
1, Heat the oven to 220C/200C fan/gas 7
2, On a chopping board, chop the onions into small pieces
and crush the garlic using a garlic crusher

3, Heat 2 tbsp of the oil in a pan over a medium heat and
fry the onion gently for 10-12 mins. Add the garlic and chilli
flakes and cook for 1 min. Tip in the tomatoes and sugar
and season to taste. Simmer uncovered for 20 mins or until
thickened, then stir through the mascarpone.

4, Heat 1 tbsp of oil in a non-stick frying pan. Season the
chicken and fry for 5-7 mins or until the chicken is cooked
through.
5, In a saucepan , cook the penne following pack
instructions. While waiting for the pasta to cook, grate the
cheddar.
6, Drain the pasta in a colander. Tip the pasta into a
medium sized ovenproof dish.
7, Stir in the chicken and pour over the sauce. Top with the
cheddar. Bake for 20 mins or until golden brown and
bubbling.
8, Once cooked, serve with a green salad.
Don’t forget to wash up.
Alternatives. You could swap the chicken for Quorn pieces.

Lesson 1 - Novel Materials
Introduction:
In this lesson, we will be looking at a range of
different materials, and considering their properties
and uses. This first lesson looks at why we choose materials for certain jobs.
Equipment:
Pen, Pencil, Paper, Ruler, Internet access (if you have it)

Activity 1
Do a survey around your house and see how many different types of material you can
find. Write them down in a mind map style like this (an example below is wood):

wood

Material found

Activity 2
We use different materials for different jobs according to their properties. In this table,
match the correct material to the properties that make it useful for that job. Fill in the
table.
Material

Object/use
Jewellery

Saucepan handles

Water pipes

Car bodies

Why it is a useful material for this job
Shiny/unreactive
Looks good
Expensive
Does not conduct heat
Light
Strong
Does not react with water
Strong
Can be bent into shape
Very strong
Cheap
Will not rust easily

Choose the correct material for each one from this list:
plastic

copper

Activity 3
Draw a table of your own like the one above.
This time, put in the materials that you found at
the start of this lesson, and think about the
properties that material has that makes it
suitable for its job. Would you use fabric to
have as table, or would you like to sleep on a
wooden table?
If you have internet access, you could do some
research into each material to find out some of
its key properties.
Steel has the following properties:
High strength
Low weight
Very durable
Can be welded together into structures

gold

steel

Answers
For the mind map, a range of any materials found e.g.
steel/plastic/glass/gold/fabric/copper/silver etc.

Material
Gold

Object/use
Jewellery

plastic

Saucepan handles

copper

Water pipes

steel

Car bodies

Why it is a useful material for this job
Shiny/unreactive
Looks good
Expensive
Does not conduct heat
Light
Strong
Does not react with water
Strong
Can be bent into shape
Very strong
Cheap
Will not rust easily

If you completed a table of your own, uses and properties should be relevant:
e.g. cotton for bedding – soft and flexible; plastic for gaming controllers, strong, does not
conduct electricity etc.

Lesson 2 - Alloys
Equipment:
Pen, Pencil, Paper, Ruler, Internet access (if you have it)
Introduction:
This lesson is focussed on
looking at how we improve the
properties of some metals by
making alloys. We will look at
some different alloys and their
uses.
An alloy is a mixture of a metal
with something else (metal or
non-metal).
Alloys have different properties
from the things they are made
from. Alloying a metal may
make it stronger, harder or less
likely to rust.

Activity 1
Think about the materials you found around your house last week. Can you put them into
2 groups: metals and non-metals? Talk to someone at home about your ideas and why
you think each material is metal or non-metal.
Metals are usually:
• Shiny
• Solid at room temperature
• Good heat conductors
• Good electrical conductors
• Easily hammered into shape
Activity 2
Now you have sorted out metals and non-metals have a look at the table of alloys. Then
see if you can answer the questions.
The table shows what different alloys are made from and what they are used for.

Alloy
solder

Contains
60% tin

Use
joining electrical wiring

40% lead
steel

99% iron
1% carbon

aluminium alloy

92% aluminium

bridges, ships, knives and
forks
aircraft bodies and wings

8% magnesium
brass

67% copper
33% zinc

musical instruments, door
handles, statues, money

Which alloy:
a) contains magnesium?_______________________________
b) would be best to make spoons? _____________________
c) is used because it is very shiny? ______________________
d) contains a non-metal? ______________________________
Activity 3
Here are the names of some metal alloys. Can you describe a use for each of them? *If
you have internet access, look up each one to get more ideas*.
Steel – a mixture of iron and carbon
Steel is used for …………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Solder – a mixture of tin and lead
Solder is used for…………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Brass – a mixture of copper and zinc
Brass is used for…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Find out the properties of each of these alloys and then say why they are useful for the
jobs you have stated.

Answers

Example of how table might look (it should include materials previously mentioned):

Metals
steel
copper
silver

Non-metals
wood
plastic
glass

Which alloy:
A – contains magnesium – aluminium alloy
B Would be best to make spoons? Steel
C – Is used because it is shiny? Brass
D – Contains a non-metal? Steel

Example answers:

Steel: Used as structural supports like table or chair legs/saucepans. Properties relevant
are: Very strong, can support a lot of weight/good conductor of heat

Solder: used to join pieces of metal together in small areas such as circuits and jewellery.
Properties relevant are: low melting point, good conductor of electricity.

Brass: used to make decorative items and statues, used in musical instruments. Properties
relevant are: very shiny/attractive, quite hard, so does not dent easily, will not corrode.

Lesson 3 – Change of State
Equipment:
Worksheets, pens, paper and chocolate
Instructions:
As substances heat or cool they change theior state
from a solid to a liquid and finally to a gas. As more
energy is given to the molocules this means they can
start to vibrate and move faster and faster.
As an example here are the three states of water.

The states that water are in are reversable. This means that as we heat or cool water it
can change states. However, sometimes when we cool or heat a material the results are
irriversable. As an example if we burn a piece of wood we can not get it back.
Activity 1
In the first activity lets do a little experiemnt to see how a substance may change state.
The activity uses chocolate!
Activity 2
Cut out and stick the different states of a gas, liquid and solid into the right boxes. You can
always create your own table for this. See if you can fnd other examples around the
home.
Activity 3
Some things are reversable and other things are not! See if you can answer the questions.
Why not ask an adult to try similar experiments in the home to test your answers to see if
they are correct!

Activity 1

Activity 2

Activity 3

Lesson 1 - Extinct Animals
Equipment:
Pens, worksheets, internet, colouring pens
Instructions:
In this lesson we are looking at animals which no longer exist because they are extinct.
We explore what they were like and the reasons why they became extinct.
Activity 1
To start the lesson why not read about what extinct means, and also what animals that
have become extinct. Can you write down the names of other animals that have become
extinct? Perhaps you can remember the names of some of the dinosaurs from films you
have seen or books you have read.
Activity 2
The Dodo is one of the most famous of all extinct creatures. Have a go colouring him in
and trying to bring it back to life a bit!
Activity 3
Your task is to collect some
information on an extinct
animal or plant and create a
fact file about it. You could
look at the ones we have
studied or you could even
research a different one!
Activity 4
Based on what we have read so far in this lesson, why do some things become extinct?
Can you think of three possible reasons? Lastly, what animals do you know of at the
moment are at risk of becoming extinct?

Activity 1

Activity 2

Activity 3

Activity 4
Based on what you have read so far in this lesson. Can you give three reasons why
animals have become extinct in the past.
1________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
2________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
3________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
Do you know of any animals which are at risk of becoming extinct? Do you know the
reason why?

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Lesson 2 - Endangered animals
Equipment:
Pens, worksheets, colouring pens, internet
Instructions:

Animals at risk of extinction are called endangered. This lesson looks at some examples
of endangered species, why they are endangered and some of the things that we can do
to help those species recover.
Activity 1
Read the handouts with an adult and then choose an endangered species to colour in.
Can you find a picture of a real one?

Activity 2
Create a fact file about two endangered species. The Galapagos Penguin and the Black
Rhino are two examples of animals which are endangered.
Activity 3
Thankfully, there are things we can do to help animal populations recover. Choose an
animal that has recovered from being an endangered species, like the Giant Panda, and
find out this has happened.

Activity 1

Activity 2

Activity 3

Activity 3 continued

Lesson 1 - Fire Safety
Equipment:
Pens, worksheets, scissors
Instructions:
In this lesson you will be learning about fire safety. It is really important that you know
what to do in case of a fire.
The most famous fire of all was the Great Fire of London in 1666. Read the cards which
will tell you what happened. You could even cut them out and try to put them back in the
correct order!
Activity 1
If you are in the kitchen or anywhere else and your clothes catch fire, the key is to STOP,
DROP and ROLL. This will help to put out any flames. Cut the cards out and put them in
the right place. You could even practice it so you know what to do!
Activity 2
Do you know what to do at school if the fire alarm goes off? Complete the worksheet to
show you know what the drill is. Remember that we leave through the nearest exit and
wait at the back of the school. Why do you think we then take a register of all staff and
pupils? Why not discuss why with a member of your family!
Activity 3
What would you do at home if there was a fire? YOU NEED TO GET OUT IMMEDIATELY.
Which way would you go to be safe?
Complete an escape plan for your home and then fill out
the details on the second sheet so you know who to ring
and what to say once you have left the building.
In your house you should have a fire alarm so that you
are warned if there is a fire in your house. Can you find
your fire alarm?

Great Fire of London sequence cards

Activity 1

Activity 2

Activity 3

Lesson 2 - Medicine in Victorian times and now

Equipment:
Pens, worksheets, scissors
Instructions:
In Victorian times, people didn’t really
understand what made us ill so they came up
with some very odd ideas about how to cure
people! If you follow the link there is a video
about some of the things the Victorians used
as medicine.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p011lc53
Most people couldn’t afford to go to a doctor
but even if they did their treatment wouldn’t
always work!
Activity 1
Read the information about where you went in Victorian times for a cure. Many of the
cures were very strange such as putting leaches on the body to suck out the blood and
remove the bad ‘humours’ which was causing the sickness. Talk to an adult about what
you would feel like to be treated with leeches!
Activity 2
Today we have lots of modern medicines. Cut out the modern pictures and put them in
the right bag. Some are medicines. Some are not!
Activity 3
The Victorians had some very funny ideas about medicine. Can you work out which
treatment they used for which ailment? Can you sort out the correct treatment for the
different ailments? There are two worksheets to try. The second one you may need help
with. Once you have done that, try and come up with your own Victorian herbal remedy
to cure sickness. You can include anything you want. The Victorians did!

Activity 1

Activity 2

Answers to Activity 2

Activity 3

How medicine has changed over time
Problem
Dry hands

Cure
(present day)
Rub moisturiser into hands.

Head ache

Take pain killers

Warts

Sore throat

Use creams and sprays

Take pain killers

Cure
(Victorian times)

Victorian natural cures
You can either cut out the cures and stick them on the worksheet above or
you can write next to the Victorian cure what you think it was trying to cure.

Brown paper soaked in
vinegar and placed on
the forehead is good for

Wash your mouth out using
salt and vinegar, with a
little pepper.

a sick headache.

Apply 3 or 4 drops of
cinnamon essential oil to
warts 3 or 4 times a day.

Wash hands with honey.

Answer to activity 3

How medicine has changed over time
Problem

Cure
(present day)

Nose bleed

Pinch your nose just above your
nostrils for 10 minutes. Leaning
forward and breathing through
your mouth will drain blood down
your nose instead of down the
back of your throat.

Dry hands

Rub moisturiser into hands.

Head ache

Pain killers

Tooth ache

See your dentist
Use painkillers to reduce pain

Burns/ scalds

Cool the burn with cool or
lukewarm water for 10–30
minutes. Keep yourself or the
person warm. Cover the burn
with cling film. Treat the pain
from a burn with
paracetamol or ibuprofen.

Warts

Creams and sprays

Sore throat

Pain killers

Sprained
ankle

Use a support bandage.
Ice. Rest. Elevate (lift up)
Painkillers to reduce pain

Cure
(Victorian times) – cut
and stick cure here

Answers

Activity 3 continued

Lesson 3 - Changing Bodies

Equipment:
Pens, worksheets, scissors

Instructions:
As we get older, our bodies grow and
change. Once we reach puberty our
bodies change a lot and we start to grow
into adults.
Sometimes these changes can be a little
bit confusing and worrying but it is
completely normal. If we know what
changes are going to happen we don’t
need to be worried about it. This lesson
will look at some of the changes we go
through as we get older.

Activity 1
As we get older our bodies change over time. This includes how we look. Cut out the
pictures and put them in the right order from youngest to oldest. Ask your parents to see
if they have photos of you as a child. See if you can put them in the right order. You can
also ask to see if they have pictures of other members of your family. See if you can put
these in order of youngest to oldest.

Activity 2
Think about what changes have happened and will happen as you grow up. As we grow
we learn to do new things. This includes walking, talking, being able to feed ourselves etc.
As we get older their may be other things in the future that we would like to do which we
can’t do now. Complete the worksheet with your ideas.

Activity 3
Puberty is when we start to transition to becoming an adult. Our bodies change of lot
during puberty. It’s important you understand about these changes. It is entirely normal.
Can you fill in the worksheet showing how our bodies change?

Activity 1

Activity 2

Activity 3

Activity 3

Lesson 4 - Equal rights
Equipment:
Pens, worksheet, scissors, pens and paper
Instructions:
The law says everybody should be treated equally, but this has not always been the case.
In the past if you or your family had come from another country, you were a woman or
you were gay, many people would treat you very differently. It would be harder to get
jobs, women weren’t able to vote and homosexuality was actually illegal.
This lesson looks at some of these changes and what life was like in the past and what it is
like now.
Activity 1
Look at the timeline and imagine you had to live during one of these periods. Which one
would you choose and why. Which ones would you
really not like to live during.
Activity 2
The law has gradually changed over time to give
people greater protection and make sure we are all
treated equally and fairly. Cut up the cards and put
them in the correct order. Which law do you think is
the most important and why?
Activity 3
Complete the timeline and for each new change in
the law say what type of discrimination it was trying
to address. You might want to use the internet to
help you answer this part of the question.
Activity 4
Create your own poster which celebrates
equality.
Here are two examples. Talk to an adult
about what you think they are trying to
say about being treated equally.

Activity 1

Activity 2

Activity 3

Lesson 1 – Rugby
Understanding the History of the
game and using some of the skills
Equipment:
Rugby Ball, Bean Bag, Empty Plastic
bottle (2 litre pop bottle)
Instructions: In this lesson you will be working on the
history of Rugby and the differences between Rugby Union
and Rugby League in Great Britain. You will then be putting
into practice some rugby skills to see whether you enjoy
the sport.
Activity 1: You will research information from the internet
around rugby and how it has evolved since first being
played in 1823. You will create a simple table explaining
the timescale of Rugby from 1823 to the modern day showing the split of Rugby Union
and Rugby League and the differences in each code. You will also be able to find the major
differences between Rugby Union and Rugby League.
Activity 2: In rugby you are only allowed to pass the ball backwards so we are going to
practice our passing skills. With another person in your household you are going to try
passing the ball (or whatever you can use) to one another.

Simply pass one handed to the other person who catches it and passes it back. Start
facing one another then turn facing ahead and pass sideways.

When facing forward ensure that the ball is passed across your body.
Activity 3: The game of rugby is all about passing
backward so we are now going to practice passing
backwards on the move. This is a simple drill where the
person with the ball jogs forwards and passes back to
the other person, they then run slightly faster than the
non-ball carrier so they can pass behind to the other
player.

You can make this slightly harder by crossing behind
the ball carrier so that we pass down an imaginary line.

Activity 4: In this
activity we will
practice short (pop)
and long passes.
Again, you will need
another player who
will help to receive
and pass the ball. If
you can have extra
players join in it
would make the
activity more
exciting.
You need to distance yourselves about 1m apart to start
with and practice passing the ball to one another along a
line. Build up your confidence and then move to a greater
distance. Start by standing still then incorporate jogging and
passing. Always remember to pass the ball backwards.
A short(pop) pass is for when we are closer together and
needs to be a delicate movement. You will practice this short
pass next to one another and see how fast you can pass to
one another. Then jog around doing short little passes not
dropping the ball.
Now incorporate both passes by doing a long pass then a
short pass whilst jogging around and try to not drop the ball or throw it forward.

Activity 5:
Kicking is another skill used in rugby so we will
try to kick the ball to one another using
various means.
The punt
Firstly, we will kick out of hand to our partner
who will attempt to catch it. We must keep
our eye on the ball and have our hands out
ready to meet it.
This is the way to kick in the first drill.

The grubber kick
We will then
attempt what is
called a Grubber kick
to our
partner……..watch
how the ball moves.
This is where we are
trying to kick it on
the floor in a straight
line to our partner.

The drop-kick
We will now attempt
a drop kick, which is
where we let the ball
hit the floor before
kicking it. This kick
can be quite difficult
so practice is needed
to perfect it.

The Grubber Kick

Activity 6:
Over the year’s sports such
as American Football and
Aussie Rules Football use
the same shaped ball as
rugby but they have slight
differences to their rules. In
both of these sports you
are able to pass the ball
forward. We will try some
simple forward passes that
they use in American
Football.
Throw to another person over a short distance and then try over longer distances. This
need to be as accurate as possible so it goes straight to your partner. For further skills
from these sports maybe found if you look on the internet and watch parts of games.

Lesson 2 – Frisbee - Understanding the history of and how we play Frisbee
Equipment: Frisbee, empty pie tins, plastic picnic plate, strong paper plate, local park,
cardboard boxes.
Instructions: You are going to understand the origins of Frisbee and develop your skills to
enable you to play Ultimate Frisbee, Frisbee Golf and Freestyle Frisbee.
Activity 1:
On January 23rd 1957 the Wham-O toy company
produced an aerodynamic plastic disc which over
time would become known as a frisbee. The story of
frisbee started in 1871 when William Frisbee
opened a pie factory in Connecticut USA and
students at the nearby university would throw the
empty pie tins yelling ‘Frisbee!’ Use the internet to
watch frisbee flying being performed.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HhUays2ehyI

Throw

Activity 2:
You will need to use your frisbee or strong plastic
plate to practice passing to a partner over a short
distance and also try to catch it when thrown. For
each complete pass and catch give yourselves 1
point.
Activity 3:
‘Ultimate Frisbee’ is a cross between American
Football, Football and Basketball. You will be
attempting to recreate some ‘Ultimate Frisbee’
skills, firstly you will practice running to catch the
frisbee thrown towards you. You will then throw it
back to your partner who runs into space to catch it.

Catch

There are lots of different throwing skills that need to be mastered if you want to be play
‘Ultimate Frisbee’. You will need to learn how to throw with an open hand.

Try to throw the frisbee similar to the diagram on the left. Practice this with your partner
and see if you can catch it similar to the picture above right. Practice these moves whilst
running around and see how successful you are. For every successful throw and catch
Made While running around using various throwing techniques earn 5 points if the frisbee
doesn’t touch the floor.
Activity 4:
We are going to play Frisbee golf. This involves tossing your frisbee into a metal basket.
We are going to use empty cardboard boxes as our metal baskets, so we need to set up
the boxes around your garden or park. You will label each box with a number and then
play Frisbee Golf.

Create a course thinking about
obstacles that need to be
avoided, gradient of the boxes
and how many throws between
each box from the start point.
See how well you can do in
meeting the Par score for each
hole.

Activity 5:
We are looking at Freestyle Frisbee, which is throwing the Frisbee with choreographed
routines set to music.
Look at some of these YouTube clips:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qOuV_hi0HC8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x3uvoG461OU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=32QyhqVkgrY
Now try and create your own Frisbee Freestyle moves to music. Practice your tricks
before trying to put them into a routine.

Lesson 1 - Changing Technology
Equipment:
Worksheets, pens, scissors, internet
Instructions:
Every year new technology gets developed. Sometimes people invent something entirely
new and other times existing things change and get better. Someone had to invent the
first car or video game but since then new and better ones come along every year.
Activity 1
Have a look at the worksheet. There are different cars –
some are a lot older than others! Can you sort the cars out
between old and new? How can you tell?
Activity 2
The cards show the evolution of computer games. Cut out
the cards and place them in the order in which they were
invented. We call this chronological order which means the
order in which it happened. Some of the games are now
thought of as ‘classics’ - can you name the three characters
from old computer games!
Have you played any of these games yourself? Why don’t
you have a go at playing some online! Remember to stay
SMART online.
Activity 3
Now it’s your turn. You need to choose
an invention and do some research. It
could be a car, computer games, a
washing machine, anything you want in
fact.
You need to find answers to all the questions on the worksheet. You might want to draw
some examples or you could find some pictures.

Activity 1

Activity 2

Activity 3

Lesson 2 - Past and Present Communication

Equipment:
Worksheet, pens, internet
Instructions:
One of the biggest changes in technology has been
the changes in the way we communicate. From
cave paintings to Tik Tok, humans have always
found new ways to communicate with each other.
Technology has been at the heart of this and this
lesson looks at what some of those changes have
been.

During World War I and World
War II, carrier pigeons were
used to transport messages back
to their home coop behind the
lines – messages could take days
to be received.

Activity 1
Can you match up each of the pictures to their
description. Do you know what each one is and
how it works?
Activity 2
Think of five inventions that have made our lives
easier. Can you explain what they do and how they
make things better? Perhaps have a look around
your home or go for a walk and have a look at
things in your area such as bank machines etc.

Today modern soldiers use radio
and satellites to communicate
over even longer distances with
messages received straight
away.

Have a look at the worksheets and see if you can
answer the questions. Then talk to an adult or
family member about what you have written.
Activity 3
Carry out some research on your chosen form of
communication by answering the questions on the
sheet.
There is an example for you to look at which may help you present your information.

Activity 1

Activity 2

Activity 3

